PIKING THE PIKE
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TAKE A PIKE

AT THE PIKE

WITH ME
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See "The Creation" and Animal Show,
Shooting the Chutes will cause laughter,
Then if your finish you're anxious to know,
Go take a look at "Hereafter."
Japanese Village and Donnybrook Fair,
You must be sure not to miss,
Go to each show, and as you blow your dough,
You'll find yourself singing like this.
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PIKING THE PIKE;

... or ...

Take A Pike At The Pike With Me.
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When you go out to the Saint Louis Fair,
Hurry, now don't lose a minute....

Piking the Pike is the greatest fun there.

Lou - is,............

Take her to A - sia, Se - ville and Pa - ree,
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Follow the crowd and be "in it." 
Ask her to have some chop suey. 
Joy and delight, linger as long as you like.
Sea serpent boat gliding so swiftly along.
Right, but the right place at night, is out with the crowd on the Pike.

Every thing there is a
Give her a ride in a
Home is all
Don't you be
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CHORUS.

Come while it's good and early, Stay till it's good and late,...........

Tell ev'ry boy and girl - le Pik-ing the Pike is great...........

Join in the hur - ly bur - ly, See ev'ry thing to see,........ When you're Pik-ing the

Pike, Go as far as you like, Take a Pike at the Pike with me........ me...........
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Try These Over on Your Piano

Under The Mistletoe Bough.


Two Eyes of Brown.
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